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Characterization of Weak Asplund Space 
in Terms of Positive Sublinear Functional

Seung Jae Oh

ABSTRACT. For each continuous convex function(f> defined on 
an open convex subset A中 of a Banach space X, if we de
fine a positively homogeneous sublinear functional ax on X 
by(rx(y) = sup{/(2/) : f € 百0(鉛)}, where is a subdif
ferential of(/> at 2?, then we get the following characterization 
theorem of Gateaux differentiability (weak Asplund) sapce.

THEOREM. For every(j> above, = {鉛 6 A : sup(g(u)
II 이 1=1

-F 하:n(—以) = 0} contains dense (dense ) subset of if and 
only if X is a Gateaux differentiability (weak Asplund) space.

A Banach space X is said to be a Gateaux differentiability space 

(GDS) (or weak Asplund space ;WAS) if every continuous convex 

function defined on an open convex subset A of X is Gateaux differ

entiable on a dense (dense(우5) subset of A. This weak Asplund space 

has been characterized by means of separability of the space X [5], 

rotundness of the dual space X氷 of X, or more generally by means 

of the space X of weakly compactly generated [1]. It has been tried 

for times to characterize it by smoothness of the space X [4]. (X is 

said to be smooth if the norm on X is Gateaux differentiable at every 

point except 0). But it failed. Recently J. M. Borwein and D. Preiss 

proved a Banach space X is at least a GDS if it is smooth [2]. This 

paper characterizes weak Asplund space by means of some particular 

positively homogeneous sublinear functionals.

DEFINITIONS. A real function </> on an open convex subset A oi X 

is said to be Gateaux differentiable at x E A in the direction y E X if

lim 씨=三쌔 exists.

t—>o t
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If (j) is continuous and convex, then right-hand [left-hand] Gateaux 

derivative at x in the direction y denoted by <》；_(a：)(j/)[0L(a:)(j/)] exists 

and <7&_(鉛) is a continuous sublinear functional on X.

A real function 씨 on a linear space X is said to be positively ho

mogeneous if

쑤(tx) = for all f > 0 and x E X,

If 씨 is positively homogeneous and convex, it is called sublinear 

functional. A real function <》on an open convex subset A of X said 

to be Gateaux differentiable at x E A if

0L(X)G/) = for all y E X.

The real functional f on X which satisfies

冬 f(y) 으 아十(x)(y) for all y E X

is called a subgradient of(I)at x and we denote the set of all such 

subgradients by the sub differential of。at x.

LEMMA 1. Let X be a Banach space. For a continuous convex 

function 쏘 on an open convex subset A of X, define ax on X by

까:⑴) = sup{/(y) : f e #>)}, y e X.

Then

(1) for every x E X and u € X,

lim==MtO，

t-나o+ t

and

(/)(x — tu) - 
lim --------------= —ax(—u),

t—o+ —t xy J

(2) If ctx(u) += 0, then for any y E X7

<孔(?/+ 以) = aG/) + and ax(y - u) = ax(y) -
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PROOF. 1. By the definition of subdifferential of at :r,

fx(tu) < W + tu) — (/>(>) < f…u(tu)

for all fx G 헤：r) and fx-^-tu E d(/)(x + tu). Hence if f > 0,

Uu) 普…브-쏘아…Ku).

By the weak* upper semi-continuity of subgradient mapping x — 

d(t)(x丄 fx-^-tu weak* converges to fx E d(/)(x) as f — 0 [3, P.132]. 

Hence

ax(u) < lim =끼 으 까⑦), that is, 

t—o+ t

lim 쑤 ±")丁이쯔〉= 아(心 
t―>o 十 t

With same arguement, we get the second part.

2. By the property of convexity of 0, we have

— (Tx( —IZ)=(尺_0)(以) < 凡⑦乂以) =(TX(U).

But since ax(u) +(rx(—^) = 0, we have qZ_(x)(u) = q&_(:r)(ii), that is, 

if f E d</)(x), then f(u) = crx(u) = —crx(-tz). Consider ax(y) for any 

y E X. Since d(/>(x) is a weak* compact convex subset of A”*, there 

exists a / E d(j){x) such that f(y) = ax(y). Now for such /,

f(y + 以) = /(y) + f(臥) < (引y + u) < ax(y) +(孔(以).

Since for any f £ d(f〉(x), we have f(u) = 아他), and hence

G(?/) + <孔(以) < 흐x(y + 以) 玄 흐x(y) + <가0).

Therefore

(孔⑴ + 以) =(丁 M +

Likewise we get the second part.
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THEOREM 2. Let X be a Banach space. For every continuous 

convex function <》defined on some open convex subset of X, if 

we define ax as in Lemma 1, we have the following characterizations.

(1) For every <》, = {x e : sup ax(u) + <孔(一w) = 0}

11 히1스 . .
contains dense (dense G^) subset of A中 if and only if X is a 

GDS(WAS).

(2) In a GDS, for every <j)on some open convex subset of X, 

{x E A : ax is Gateaux differentiable at x} is dense subset 

of if and only if X is a WAS,

PROOF. 1. Suppose X is a GDS(WAS).。is Gateaux differentiable 

on a dense (dense G易) subset D of A오. Hence for each x G P, d(f)(x) 

is a singleton set [3, p.122], that is, c「x is a linear functional on X. 

Therefore C D.

Cinversely, for a given(/)on A。, suppose D中 contains dense (dense 

G『) subset D of A오. For each x E D,

느 0(⑦ 十 휴) + 0(⑦ — 九0 — 2。(丁)

t—>o+ t

=<孔(以) + <孔(一《0 으 sup 까⑦)= 0.
|| 히 |=i

Hence 0 is Gateaux differentiable on D.

2. A real function x i—•> crx(o:) is upper semi-continuous. Suppose 

||⑦n — 께 — 0, then

limsupoAOn) = lim(JXn(xnk) = lim /njbOnfc) 
n—>00 k—oo K fc—oo

for some fnk G d(/)(xnk) for the weak* compact convexness of d(/>(xnk). 

Again by using weak* upper semi-continuity of subgadient mapping, 

x — d<l)(x), we get the weak* convergence of {fnk} to some point 

fx G 5<》(⑦), and because of local boundedness of d(h(x\

lim = fx에 for some fx E d(l》(x)， 
k—oo

which implies

limsup(rXn(xn) < ax(x).
n—>oo
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x — <7x(—⑦) is slso upper semi-continuous and so is ⑦ —⑦) + 

ax(—x). Hence

Dn = {x E i ax(x) 十 ax(-x) < }}

is an open set. for each n. But since X is GDS, Dn is dense in
00 i

for each n. Let 2?i = P] Dn, By assumption D2 = {x E A : 

n=l
ax is Gateaux differentiable at x} is dense Gg set, hence so is Z) =

Di Pl D2- For each x E D and any u 三 X, ||u|| = 1,

. (f)(x + tu) + 0(⑦ 一 tu) — 2<》(⑦)
lim sup-------- ---------- -----
t—o+ t

=O + =(-u) = 시")+,시-씨 (t > 0)

(Tx(x + tu) 十 o-x(x — tu) — 2crx(⑦)

by Lemma 1, and right-hand side is Gateaux differentiable. Hence 0 

is Gateaux differentiable on D.

The converse is obvious.

If X is smooth, then X is a GDS [2], hence following corollary is 

obvious.

COROLLARY 3. If X is smooth and for every 0 on some open convex 

subset A中 of X, {x E A。: ax is Gateaux differentiable at X} is dense 

(우5 subset of A。, then X is a WAS.
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